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Chicora Foundation, Inc. 

Memo 
To: Ms. Kha McDonald, City of Thomasville, GA 

From: Michael Trinkley 
CC:  

Date: October 10, 2012 

Re: Review of past and current cemetery wall repairs and recommendations 

Introduction 
 
I was asked by Ms. McDonald to visit the Old Cemetery and Flipper Cemetery in Thomasville, Georgia in 
order to assess brick repairs that had been performed and were currently being performed. I was asked to 
visit since Chicora performed the initial cemetery assessment (Trinkley and Hacker 2008) and since I am a 
conservator with over 20 years of experience in the treatment of stone, masonry, and ironwork (my 
resume is attached for reference).This visit took place on Monday, October 8, 2012. This document is the 
result of that visit and includes an evaluation of the brick work that I examined, as well as 
recommendations.  
 
A brief overview of appropriate treatments had been provided by Chicora during our initial assessment and 
it may be of use to repeat that information before moving on. The discussion below deals with Flipper 
Cemetery, although the information provided for Old Cemetery is essentially the same. 
 

There is much less brickwork in Flipper than is found in Old Cemetery. What is present, 
however, is not in good condition and it requires quick intervention to prevent additional 
deterioration and increased repair costs. 
 
We estimate that 70 linear feet of brick wall require attention. Unlike Old Cemetery, there 
are no brick tombs standing in Flipper Cemetery. 
 
Brick repair, however, is not simple and should not be entrusted to just any mason. 
Repairs should always begin with photographing the wall as it exists in order to 
completely document the original fabric and construction details. Only the unsound 
brickwork should be removed, stopping as soon as sound material is encountered. Repair 
should, as far as possible, use similar brick, mortar, joints, and tooling.  
 
Historic bricks are often far softer than modern examples. The use of a modern hard 
cement mortar will cause extensive damage to this soft brick as one expands more 
rapidly than the other. Mortar should always be designed to deteriorate more quickly (it 
should be sacrificial, meaning the use of high lime mortars) than the brick since it [the 
mortar] can be readily replaced through pointing. 
 
All repointing should minimally meet or exceed the specifications established by 
Preservation Briefs 2: Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Masonry Buildings.  
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New mortar must conform to the following criteria: (1) it must match the historic mortar 
in color, texture, and tooling, (2) it must have greater vapor permeability and be softer 
than the masonry units, and (3) it must be as vapor permeable and as soft as the original 
mortar.  
 
To achieve these criteria it may be necessary to have a conservator conduct a mortar 
analysis. However, in general, the mortar should be high in lime and low in compressive 
strength. A natural hydraulic lime (NHL) or air lime would generally be specified for such 
work. For example, an air lime or NHL 3.5 might be mixed at the ratio of 0:1:3 for much 
repointing work. The sand selection would be especially critical since that additive would 
primarily determine the final color (and texture) of the mortar. 
 
Existing joints would need to be raked out to a depth 2.5 times their width. Thus, a 3/8-
inch joint would need to be raked out to a minimum depth of 15/16-inch (typically 
expressed as 1-inch). The repointing mortar, generally mixed somewhat dry to minimize 
shrinkage and reduce cleaning efforts, would be firmly packed in the thoroughly cleaned 
and moistened joint using lifts no deeper than 1¼-inches.   
 
The specifications are more detailed than this brief overview, but this should serve to 
indicate the care required (Trinkley and Hacker 2008:54-55). 

 
It does not appear that these recommendations were followed; had they been followed there would be far 
fewer problems than we observed during this visit. 
 
Prior to discussions specific to Thomasville, it may be of use to briefly discuss standards for brick repair (in 
order to better understand how to evaluate work), as well as modes of failure (since it is important to know 
why walls fail in order to repair the root cause, not simply the symptoms).  
 
Standards in Brick Repair 
 

Preservation Briefs 2: Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Masonry Buildings 
 
The initial discussion cited one critical standard in brickwork, the National Park Service Preservation Brief 
2, available online at http://www.nps.gov/hps/tps/briefs/brief02.htm. It is written by two of the foremost 
authorities in the United States. One (Robert C. Mack) is a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects. A 
Fellow is an architect who had made a significant contribution to architecture and society and who has 
achieved a standard of excellence in the profession.  Mr. Mack has a B.A. and B.Arch. from the University of 
Minnesota and an MS with distinction in Building Conservation from Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, 
Scotland. He specializes in historic preservation, building pathology, and rehabilitation. The other author 
(John P. Speweik, CSI) is a 5th-generation stonemason, was a principal in the U.S. Heritage Group, Inc., 
Chicago, Illinois, and is today the owner of Speweik Preservation Consultants. He is an active member of 
ASTM C12 and was instrumental in the development of ASTM C1713 Standard Specification for Mortars for 
the Repair of Historic Masonry recently approved and published in February 2010. 
 
Although Preservation Brief 2 was intended to direct repointing work, it also provides a useful basis for any 
efforts that involve rebuilding walls, such as the Thomasville projects.  
 
This document makes several critical points: 
 

• the new mortars must match the historic mortar in color, texture and tooling; 
• color of new mortar is largely controlled by the sand aggregate, thus matching aggregate is critical; 
• the new mortar must have greater vapor permeability and be softer (measured in compressive 

strength) than the masonry units;  

http://www.nps.gov/hps/tps/briefs/brief02.htm
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• the new mortar must be as vapor permeable and as soft or softer (measured in compressive 
strength) than the historic mortar; and 

• mortar is designed to be – and must be – sacrificial.  
 
If these five rules are followed, the mortar will comply with NPS standards, be appropriate for repair work 
on historic structures, and most importantly “will do no harm.” 

 
ASTM C1713 Standard Specification for Mortars for the Repair of Historic Masonry 

 
ASTM International, formerly known as the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), is a 
globally recognized leader in the development and delivery of international voluntary consensus standards. 
This particular standard covers both repair mortars used for both non-structural purposes such as 
repointing, as well as “for structural purposes such as, but not restricted to, reconstruction or repair of 
mortar joints that contribute to the structural integrity of the masonry.”  
 
The document requires that aggregates conform to ASTM C144, additions are strictly limited, pigments 
must confirm to ASTM C979 (pigments may not exceed 10% by weight of the binder, except for carbon 
black, which is limited to 2%),  and binders are primarily non-hydraulic lime (e.g., lime putty, ASTM C1489) 
or  hydraulic limes (ASTM C144).  
 
The document also provides guidance on volume proportions, noting that they are typically combined with 
ratios ranging from 1 part total binder materials to 2 to 3½ parts aggregate, although a few may fall outside 
this range.  
 

Other Standards or Recommendations 
 
Fundamental concepts of preservation are well presented in the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Preservation (http://www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/preserve/preserve_standards.htm). This 
document reminds us – at least at a general level – of what caregivers need to be thinking about prior to 
beginning treatments, repairs, or activities at historic sites – such as cemeteries. 
 
Whatever conservation efforts are necessary must be done to the highest professional standards; these 
conservation efforts must be physically and visually compatible with the original materials; these 
conservation efforts must not seek to mislead the public into thinking that repairs are original work; and 
the conservation efforts must be documented for future generations. If the caregivers aren’t conservators, it 
is their responsibility as the stewards of the property to retain a conservator appropriately trained and 
subscribing to the Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice of the American Institute for Conservation (AIC). 
Before acting, those responsible for preservation are required as good and careful stewards to explore and 
evaluate the property, determining exactly what level of intervention – what level of conservation – is 
actually necessary. And where it is necessary to introduce new materials  into the cemetery, they must do 
their best to make certain these new elements are not only absolutely necessary, but also match the old 
elements in composition, design, color, and texture.  
 
Where conservation treatments are necessary, the Secretary of the Interior tells stewards that they must be 
the gentlest possible. However phrased – less is more – think smart, not strong – caregivers have an 
obligation to make certain that no harm comes to the resource while under their care. And again, one of the 
easiest ways to comply is to make certain that caregivers retain a conservator subscribing to the ethics and 
standards of the AIC.  
 
The referenced AIC Code of Ethics places a broad range of demands on the conservator, including informed 
respect for the cultural property, the requirement not to sacrifice the quality of proposed work, and to 
select methods and materials that are known to not adversely affect the object being treated.  
 

http://www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/preserve/preserve_standards.htm
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The Guidelines for Practice require the conservator to perform treatments that are suitable for the object, 
recognizing that in some situations this may be nonintervention. Materials and methods must be 
appropriate and consistent with currently accepted practice. Advantages of a particular product or 
treatment must be balanced against potential adverse effects.  Conservators are also required to carefully 
document their work so that future conservators – and future owners – can understand what was done , 
how the work was performed, and what materials were used. 
 
As with physicians, stewards and conservators must always be familiar with current literature and 
methods and must never do harm. It is far better to do nothing than to cause irreparable damage. 
 

Workmanship 
 
There are also widely recognized standards of performance for masonry work. Virtually all historic 
preservation specifications, for example, include a provision requiring the contractor to have demonstrated 
proficiency in restoration by previous successful performance of specific tasks within the past 10 years.  
The firm itself must generally be able to show at least 5 years of experience. The goal of such standards is to 
ensure that those performing the work have done so in the past and are not “learning” using your materials 
and site.  
 
Generally mock-ups are required. These are panels, often about 16 ft² in a location on site selected by the 
client. The sample panels built by the prospective mason must match the existing masonry in coursing, 
bond pattern, and mortar joint configuration. The test panels may involve the construction of a wall, 
repointing, or other tasks required by the contract. When inspected and approved by the client (or more 
often the architect or conservator), the panels become the standard for quality, color range, size range, 
texture, and inclusions. All materials and performance must conform to the approved samples, subject to 
normal variation. 
 
There is often a requirement that at least one skilled journeyman mason be on-site at all times to personally 
direct the work of other masons employed on the job. 
 
There are typically requirements that all materials be delivered to the job site in new, unopened containers 
and that they be protected from wetting by rain, snow or ground water, and from staining or intermixture 
with earth or other types of materials 
 
Strict weather condition limitations are also enforced. No work may be performed in wet weather. No 
masonry work is allowed when the surface temperature of masonry is below 40° F or air temperature is 
predicted to be below 40° F within 48 hours. Masonry must not be allowed to freeze until the mortar is 
thoroughly dry and hardening almost complete.  No mortar work is typically permitted when the 
temperature rises above 100°F.  The mason is also responsible to provide sun and wind protection, such as 
burlap sheeting to prevent “flash curing” of the mortar. The mason must also be able to periodically 
moisten the mortar after it has been installed. 
 
In the mixing of mortar, good practice demands that ingredients (e.g., binder and aggregate) be measured 
by cubic volume using a uniform measure. Shovel measuring should never be permitted and is poor 
practice. It also matters whether constituents are measured dry or moist. For example, there is a significant 
increase in bulk volume of dry sand when water is added. If sand is measured dry, more sand is put into the 
mix than if the same volume of damp sand were used.  Oversanding can result in gritty, hard-working, and 
when dried, weak mortars (for more information see Phillips 1993). 
 
There are also widely recognized performance standards. Bricks should be laid with completely filled bed 
and head joints, ends should be buttered with sufficient mortar to fill head joints. Masonry must be laid 
plumb and true, following the coursing, patterns, and joint size of adjacent (or original) construction. Minor 
dabs of adherent mortar must be struck off the brick surfaces. Excess mortar must be brushed from surface 
frequently during the work. Existing surfaces must be protected from mortar dripping and splashing. Minor 
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mortar marks must be removed by misting with water and brushing with a small, stiff bristle brush. After 
the mortar has set, the loose mortar and soil should be removed with clear, clean water. Acid cleaning 
should be strictly prohibited.  
 
Much cleaning can be avoided by minimizing water use in mortar and pointing mortars, in particular, must 
be applied very dry (the consistency of damp brown sugar) to permit good compaction and prevent 
smearing . 
 
Walls or repointing should be misted to ensure the slow curing of the mortar. This generally involves 
misting at least three times daily (more depending on weather conditions), usually for several weeks after 
the work is completed. 
 

Current Literature 
 
There is abundant current literature that makes clear the hazard of using Portland cement based mortars 
(whether ordinary Portland cement [OPC] or white Portland cement is used). For example, 
 

The use of OPC mortar has disadvantages from the point of view of its high strength and 
impermeable nature, which can cause damage to masonry . . . . In general, the use of 
Portland cement mortar in the repair of stone buildings should be avoided unless there 
are very good reasons for its use (Hill and David 1995:177) 

 
Even more popular literature provides clear warnings. For example an article in Traditional Building 
provides photographs of the damage done to masonry walls by hard Portland cement mortars (Speweik 
1996: 19).  
 
While there are some who still recommend a 1:2:6 mix of white Portland, lime and sand, this approach is 
very dated. A significant study in England (called the Smeaton Project) that looked at the interaction of 
white Portland cement and lime (Teutonico et al. 1993). The study found that when the Portland cement 
was minimized, the product had a very high failure rate. As the quantity of Portland cement increased (to 
what preservationists had generally recommended) there was a strong tendency for segregation-the 
cement and lime separate from one another, the pores become clogged and porosity declines. The dense 
hydraulic matrix of the Portland cement cuts off the natural carbonation that gives lime mortar its strength, 
resulting in a weaker, less durable material. The combination is not a good choice. The lime does little to 
temper the bad qualities of Portland and the Portland cement does nothing to encourage the good 
quantities of lime. 
 
Observed Failure Modes 
 
This discussion is not intended to be comprehensive, but a brief discussion of the problems initially 
observed may be useful in understanding appropriate repairs. 
 
Non-structural walls often evidence failure as a result of foundation settling which causes diagonal cracking 
through masonry units or the bed joints; displacement of walls, at times by out-of-plane loading, but more 
often by pressure resulting from trees; or failure to maintain the walls (including a lack of pointing). All of 
these problems were encountered at the Thomasville cemeteries.  
 
Each of these requires a slightly different treatment approach. For example, those walls evidencing tree 
disturbance require that the tree be removed to prevent further damage and evaluate additional needs.  
Without the removal of the tree, its continued growth will put pressure on the wall and the roots will 
further undermine the foundation. Even once the tree is removed, the presence of the stump (which should 
never be ground out) may require some modification of the wall in order to ensure stability. Similarly, a 
wall that evidences cracks suggestive of foundation failure cannot simply have the crack pointed. If 
additional settling were to occur such an approach would be a very short-term “fix” and do nothing for the  
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wall’s stability. While it is possible to stitch cracks, using commercial products such as Helifix® stainless 
steel wall ties and a grout, even this approach has limitations. It is always best, if possible, to correct 
underlying problems. This typically requires that the wall be taken down and a concrete footer established 
to distribute the load and ensure the wall will remain stable. A typical footer is twice the width of a wall and 
equal in depth to the wall's width. The footer should rest on a 6" gravel base set below the frost line. While 
it is very important to extend below the frost line, the use of gravel is likely optional for the low load bearing 
requirements of cemetery walls. If the soil is especially soft, the footer may need to extend even deeper and 
it is typically necessary to thoroughly compact the soil.  On slopes it is necessary to use “step boards” to 

  
 

  
 

  
Failure modes of brick walls at Thomasville cemeteries. Upper left and right show cracks resulting from 
foundation settlement. Middle left shows a wall in failure from out-of-plane loading. Middle right and 
lower left show walls being displaced by trees and roots (which can also undermine foundation 
support). Lower right shows a brick tomb collapsing as a result of failure to point (replace) the mortar 
as it eroded. 
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maintain a level footer. Whether wire or rebar reinforcements are necessary will depend on local 
circumstances. 
 
When it becomes necessary to excavate below the existing disturbance of walls in cemeteries it is wise to 
ensure that the excavations are monitored by an archaeologist. 
 
Correcting obvious (and often aesthetic) problems – or rebuilding walls – is shortsighted and worth little if 
a good foundation is not present and other causative problems are not resolved first. It is never sufficient to 
point cracks without evaluating the cause of the cracks. 
 
Initially Performed Work 
 
We understand that the initial work at Old and Flipper cemeteries was conducted by a student at Thomas 
University (Mr. Benjamin Cook) under the direction his professor (Ms. Misty Penton, Thomas University, 
Natural and Cultural Resource Management).  The work was apparently performed under contract with the 
City of Thomasville and Thomasville Landmarks. We understand that while Mr. Cook performed some of 
the initial brick repairs, the work was subsequently taken over by a subcontracted mason. 
 

The Mortar Mix 
 
The only background information I have reviewed in an October 24, 2011 email from Mr. Cook entitled 
“Mortar Mix.” In this email an effort is made to document and explain the mortar being used to repair and 
rebuild walls at the two cemeteries.  The email indicates that Mr. Cook has a limited understanding of 
masonry preservation, appropriate mortar mixes, or conservation practice. 
 
The email begins by stating that an “’S’ type of mortar” is being used, going on to outline that the mix 
consists of “1 part of Portland cement and 2 parts hydrated lime and then we add the 9 parts sand.” The 
ASTM C270 proportion specifications for a Type S mortar are 1:¼ to ½:not less than 2¼ or more than 3 
times the volume of the sum of the separate volumes. What Mr. Cook is describing is closer to a Type N 
mortar, whose specifications are 1 part Portland cement, ½ to 1¼ parts hydrated lime, and not less than 
2¼ or more than 3 times the volume of the sum of the separate volumes. But the confusion does not end 
there. 
 
Mr. Cooke indicates that his Type S mortar “is rated at” (I assume he means achieves average compressive 
strength after 28 days) 3,000 psi. In actuality, Type S mortars typically achieve a compressive strength of  
1,800 psi. The Type N mortar that it appears he actually used achieves a 28-day compressive strength of 
750 psi. 
 
Mr. Cook attempts to explain hydrated lime saying that it is “a lime that has been heated up and cook [sic] to 
certain temperature to cook out impurities [and] this also makes the lime more flexible.” Unfortunately, 
none of this is precisely correct. Hydrated lime  is governed by ASTM C207, Type S (most common). It is 
essentially slaked quicklime (quicklime is crushed and steamed). It may be viewed as powdered lime putty, 
although this is not entirely accurate since the ASTM standards permit up to 8% unhydrated oxides that are 
essentially aggregate in the final mix. Moreover, it is typically impossible to determine how long a bag has 
been sitting in a warehouse – and thus whether the hydrated material has begun its gradual rehydration 
into limestone. Lime-based mortar, such as lime putty, is flexible (and self-healing). But this property is 
inherent and not created by “cooking.” Nor does the cooking remove impurities since the temperature is 
not sufficient high. 
 
Mr. Cook then makes the claim that Portland cement is “required by the state building office.” This may be 
the case for new structural construction (although I have not verified the statement). The problem is that 
the building codes do not apply to cemetery walls. They are not load bearing, they are not structural, and 
they do not involve the health and safety of occupants. The references to building codes are pointless and 
only serve to obfuscate critical preservation issues. It appears that in the absence of critical preservation 
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expertise, Mr. Cook is attempting to 
co-opt the authority of a state agency 
with no expertise or authority over 
preservation work at the cemetery. 

 
He continues with the claim that “old 
mortar” by which he means lime-
based mortars “can not [sic] hold up 
to the conditions of this region with 
the high humidity and moisture’s 
[sic] levels.” This is, of course, 
incorrect on its face, as thousands of 
historic structures are still standing 
and in excellent condition. If the 
history of both Portland cement and 
bagged hydrated lime are examined, 
it becomes clear that both were 
adopted by masons because they 
saved time. Hydrated lime 
eliminated the need to prepare lime 
putty and Portland cement provided 
an immediate set, allowing work to 
progress more quickly.   

 
The comments express a failure to 
understand basic mortar and 
building pathology (applicable even 
to walls). Water, in spite of our best 
efforts, will also enter masonry walls. 
The critical issue is never how will 
we keep water out, but rather how 
will we allow moisture to leave the 
walls. This is function of mortar. 
Mortar is intended to be porous, 
allow vapor and moisture migration 
out of walls. It is even intended to be 
sacrificial, since it is far easier to 
replace mortar than bricks.  If the 
mortar is impervious and doesn’t 
allow the movement of moisture out 
(such as hard Portland cement 
mortars), then moisture will seek to 
migrate through the brick itself. This 
results in the deposition of soluble 
salts and freeze-thaw damage. The 
brick is torn apart as water attempts 
to exit. 

 
Mr. Cook exhibits some familiarity 
with masonry issues when he 
remarks that bricks are porous, 
changing size and weight as the 

water is taken up and released. The problem comes when his solution to this very normal occurrence is to 
use a harder mortar: “the ‘S’ type can handle the strain without cracking.” With a compressive strength of 

 
 

 
 

 
Examples of damage to brick and stone when hard Portland 
cement mortar is used for pointing or setting. 
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1,800 psi, it is true that the mortar will not crack. Sadly, the bricks will. Soft bricks pointed or laid with hard, 
unyielding mortar such as that espoused by Mr. Cook, quickly deteriorate through spalling and edge 
damage.  
 
A final point made is that in order to “match” the historic mortar color he chose “Ivory Buff.”  It is 
impossible to assess this approach since the original mortar color was not documented using standardized 
color charts (such as Munsell). Nor do we know what tint was used in this formulation or it proportions. We 
cannot be assured that the tint is UV and alkaline stable. But of greatest concern is that generally mortar 
should be matched on the basis of its aggregate first and only if this is not successful should tints be 
considered. No mention is made of the original mortar aggregate. 
 
In summary, it is difficult to know whether a Type S or N mortar was used. If we rely on his proportions 
than fortunately a somewhat softer mortar was used. It is nevertheless still far too hard for this historic 
brickwork and will result in long-term damage to the brick. 
 

Workmanship 
 
During my visit I examined multiple walls that had been repaired during this contract. All exhibited very 
hard Portland cement mortar, consistent with a Type N mortar, previously discussed. Other problems, 
primarily dealing with poor workmanship or technique, were also consistently present.  The best way to 
convey these concerns is by providing a series of photographs with brief commentary. 
 

 

This is stretcher bond (all the bricks are laid as 
stretchers). This is generally used only for walls  
with a thickness of a half brick. It is unclear if the 
original wall was laid with this bond; thus the 
importance of always photographing objects 
before work begins.  
 
Note that the joints are not level, indicating that 
the mason failed to carefully maintain level and 
as a result, bricks are not “full” to the level (i.e., 
while the wall section may be plumb, it is not 
touching all of the bricks.  
 
Finally, the arrow reveals a head joint that was 
not filled with mortar. 

  

 

This gate was set 6-8 inches too high. It is 
aesthetically unattractive and the pintles are set 
so high that the use of the gate will weaken the 
mortar and cause failure. 
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This close up view of a column shows several 
problems. The joints are all too wide, especially 
when compared to the wall. This causes the eye 
to be drawn to the mortar joints, rather than to 
the bricks.  
 
In addition, the very poor jointing or tooling 
technique is very clear. Joints are not level, 
mortar is pushed over bricks, and globs are left 
adhering to the joints and the bricks.  
 
Some joints have not been tooled. There is no 
consistency of tooling head or bed joints. 
 
In addition, close inspection reveals that the 
mortar was far too wet when tooled, so that a 
skin has formed over the mortar.  

  

 

What began as a stack bond, which yields 
continuous joints, quickly became deformed 
either through the use of bricks of different sizes 
or inappropriately sized mortar joints. In either 
event, the work should have been taken apart 
and bricks chosen that were of the same size. 
Then the mason should have more carefully laid 
them, adjusting joints to ensure continuous lines. 
 
Note also the large amount of mortar smeared 
over the bricks. 

  

 

This brick work is very sloppy with mortar 
smeared over the bricks. Some joints are tooled, 
others are not. Some joints appear to have been 
badly pointed. There is an overall lack of 
consistency.  
 
Mortar is smeared out of the joints on the arch. 
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This is an example of an English bond quoin. Not 
only is the sectional bond not maintained across 
the width of the wall, but the wall reconstruction 
fails to include queen closures. 
 
Seen are the same problems with other walls, 
including sloppy application of the mortar, 
mortar on the bricks, and poor tooling of joints. 

  

 

Mortar joints are large and mortar is again seen 
covering bricks. Tooling is poor. This is a simple 
stretcher bond, but the mason has been unable 
to maintain sectional bonding. The placement of 
a header in the middle of the upper course of 
stretchers creates an unattractive bonding 
pattern. 
 
Note also the large amount of mortar extending 
beyond the brick at ground level. It is unclear if 
this is simply an unfinished joint or if there is 
some other issue. 

  

 

Very sloppy repair; bonding pattern is not 
consistent ; mortar is smeared over bricks; very 
wide joints have been used in an unsuccessful 
effort to plumb the courses.  
 
Some joints have been pointed by smearing 
mortar over them, others have been left 
unpointed. 
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This shows an inappropriate effort to “repair” a 
structural crack by smearing a hard mortar 
across the brick faces. No effort has been made to 
correct the underlying cause of the wall failure. 
 
Cracks are forming from drying too quickly. 
 
Joints are not appropriately tooled and mortar 
has been smeared on the bricks. 
 
Many joints have not been pointed. 
 
Bricks do not match. 

  

 

Wall is out of plumb and top course is incorrectly 
sized. 

  

 

Although repairs have been attempted at the top 
course, no effort has been made to either repair 
the crack at the far right or the brick failure along 
the central portion of this wall.  

 
The work performed at Old and Flipper cemeteries exhibits the use of a mortar far too hard for the 
relatively soft bricks present and overall poor workmanship. This work fails to meet minimum 
preservation standards.  It also fails to take into consideration the clear and fairly simple instructions 
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provided by the preservation assessment conducted in 2008.  Much of this work will ultimately need to be 
removed and replaced with appropriate mortar. Given the hardness of the mortar used, this will be difficult 
and will likely result in additional damage and considerable cost. 
 
Work Currently Being Performed 
 

The Mortar Mix 
 
The current mason is using a Type S masonry cement and field mixing with a white sand.  Masonry cement 
is a prepackaged combination of Portland cement and plasticizers. The mix of these bagged mortar mixes is 
typically proprietary and is not required by ASTM standards to include hydrated lime (ground limestone is 
accepted). The 28 day compressive strength of these mortars is 1,800 psi – far too hard for the bricks at 
these cemeteries. Consequently, masonry cements are not recommended for use on preservation projects.  
 
The sand being used was also examined. A small screened sample appears to represent an ASTM C144 
sand, although under microscopic examination the grains are rounded. A sharp (or angular) sand is often 
better in new construction, while rounded sand works best for repointing projects. 
 
As explained, great compressive strength is neither needed nor appropriate. Use of such mortars will cause 
irreparable damage to the bricks over time. 
 
It is therefore critical that all future work use high lime mortars. Lime putty would be an appropriate 
mortar and was likely the type of mortar used originally for all of these walls. The downside of lime putty is 
that it does take time to develop a 28 day compressive strength of about 128 psi, topping out at about 320 
psi in about a year (Lawrence 2006:59).  
 
An alternative is the use of natural hydraulic lime (NHL) 3.5 which is moderately hydraulic. While not used 
historically, a benefit of these mortars is that they provide a quicker initial set while maintaining many of 
the other benefits of lime. The  28-day compressive strength is about 200 psi, increasing to between 500 
and 800 psi in a year. 
 
An alternative to field mixes are prebagged NHL mortars such as the Limeworks.us Ecologic mortar (1:2.5 
mix of NHL 3.5 and sharp sand; see http://www.limeworks.us/pdf/ecologic_documents/-
cutsheet_ecologic%28G%29.pdf) or the Virginia Lime Works Mix-n-Go Repoint 150 
(http://www.virginialimeworks.com/pdf/MGRepointsmall.pdf).  Both have a range of color palettes, 
although untinted may be satisfactory given the cost difference.  
 

Jointing 
 
Jointing or joint tooling is done for two reasons. The one most often mentioned is aesthetic – a means of 
finishing the mortar to appear neat and give a good visual impression. However, an equally important 
reason is structural. When a brick is laid on mortar it will absorb some of the moisture from the mix, 
resulting in partial dehydration of the joint toward the outer face. Water is also lost through evaporation. 
Jointing – the process of firmly pressing a tool against the mortar – consolidates the mortar near the 
surface, reducing the pore volume and closing up shrinkage cracks. 
 
It is particularly important not to tool the joints too early since this will bring too much “fat” or fines to the 
surface, producing a slicked surface or skim coat that inhibits appropriate curing. Tooling involves several 
steps. First, any gaps must be filled, although good masons leave few such gaps. First perpendicular or head 
joints are tooled. The bed joints are then jointed. Finally, the joints should be brushed firmly with a soft 
brush. The goal of this action is to remove protruding mortar deposits on head and bed joints.  
 
Nevertheless, not all masons are equally skilled at jointing, nor are all joints equally appropriate.  
 

http://www.limeworks.us/pdf/ecologic_documents/cutsheet_ecologic%28G%29.pdf
http://www.limeworks.us/pdf/ecologic_documents/cutsheet_ecologic%28G%29.pdf
http://www.virginialimeworks.com/pdf/MGRepointsmall.pdf
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Good preservation practice mandates that whatever tooling was present originally, be replicated. Where no 
jointing evidence remains, which is often the case on very old walls, especially walls with deteriorating 
mortar, there is an appropriate option.  A churn brush can be used when the mortar is thumbnail hard. The 
brush is pounded on the wall and its joints resulting in several simultaneous actions. The mortar is very 
effectively compacted in the joints, sealing any shrinkage cracks. The bristles open pores, promoting better 
carbonation of lime mortars. Any small smears of mortar are knocked off bricks. In addition, the resulting 
joints take on a weather-worn appearance that helps the brick work blend in (remember, we do not want 
attention drawn to new brick work – we want it to appear as though it has been there for years).  
 
Churn brushes can be obtained inexpensively from several sources, including Limeworks.us 
(http://store.limeworks.us/Churn_Brush_p/churnbr.htm).  
 
Below are shown a variety of more formal joints, but as the illustration explains, not all are appropriate. The 
current mason is using what is known as a troweled joint (also known as an overhand struck joint). It has a 
tendency to hold moisture on the ledge formed along the bottom of the joint.  We do not recommend the 
use of this joint. Either a flush joint beaten with a churn brush or weathered joint is recommended as 
appropriate for the cemetery walls. 
 

 
 
 

Workmanship 
 
The quality of the work being performed by the current mason is high, as revealed by the several 
photographs below. In particular, running joints are true and level; walls are plumb; bricks are correctly 
aligned; and the work is neat with any mortar excess cleaned off brick faces. At the time of our visit, the 
ground was being cleaned of mortar splatter and brick fragments. In Flipper Cemetery a failing wall had 
been removed and an appropriate concrete foot, with step, had been poured in anticipation of 
reconstructing the wall. This indicates that the root cause is being treated, not simply the symptoms. 
 
 

http://store.limeworks.us/Churn_Brush_p/churnbr.htm
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General Recommendations 
 
The current mason exhibits good technique and skills. He is appropriately supervising his crew. The 
resulting work is of a high caliber.  
 
It is, however, critical, that the use of mortars containing Portland cement be abandoned. I reiterate that 
these mortars are too hard, inflexible, and impervious for use with old brick. I recommend in its place the 
use of a 1:2 mix of NHL 3.5 and sharp sand. Tinting is good practice, but not critical to the long-term 
stability of the work. It may also be appropriate – in some situations with harder brick – to use a 1:2 mix of 
NHL 5 and sharp sand.  
 
It is also important that joint tooling be modified to either a flat joint then beaten with a churn brush or a 
weathered joint. If the latter is used, it is critical that it be performed carefully, uniformly, and without 
closing the mortar’s pores. 
 
I also reiterate that if it should become necessary to disturb soil that has not already been excavated for 
wall footings, it is good practice to have the work monitored for archaeological remains.  
 
Specific Feature Recommendations 
 
Walls such as this may not require removal and rebuilding, but simple pointing.  The Portland cement cap 
may be sounded and where loose, 
removed. However, no effort should 
be made to remove adhering Portland 
cement mortar. Efforts to do so will 
result in damage to the brick.  
 
I have not observed the pointing 
technique of the new mason and 
repointing is a technique that few 
masons know adequately. Successful 
pointing requires appropriate 
preparation, a very dry mortar mix, 
and considerable skill on the part of 
the mason. 
 
I recommend that prior to any 
pointing Chicora be retained to demonstrate the appropriate technique and oversee the initial efforts to 
ensure that the work is satisfactory. 
 

During this visit questions were raised 
regarding the appropriate treatment of 
several brick ledgers that had collapsed. 
Since these ledgers may either be vault 
coverings (i.e., a cap on an open tomb) or 
ledgers laid on a filled grave, the brick was 
removed from one grave. The clay side 
walls of the grave shaft were clearly visible 
and it became apparent that the brick 
ledger had been laid over a filled grave. As 
the casket decomposed and collapsed, it left 
a void. Overtime (and perhaps as a result of 
mowers or other activities directly on the 
brick ledger), the brick work began to 
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collapse into the sunken grave shaft.  The 
investigations revealed that the ledger was 
composed of three courses of brick. Two 
courses were full-width, probably beginning at 
or just slightly below grade, followed by a third 
course, inset to create the cap. The Portland 
cement stucco was then added over the brick. At 
some point in the past it was likely 
whitewashed – giving the impression that the 
relatively inexpensive brick work was marble.  

 
We recommend that the brick work be 
reconstructed in the original fashion, although it 
will be necessary to first set a reinforced 

concrete pad to support the work over an infilled grave shaft. 
 

Stone Repair 
 
In Chicora’s 2008 assessment general information concerning stone repair was provided: 
 

Although a stone-by-stone assessment was not included in this assessment, it is possible 
to provide some general observations concerning the types of problems faced by Flipper 
Cemetery 
 
There are approximately 25 examples of broken stones, including both marble and cast 
concrete examples. Many of these stones should receive a high priority for conservation 
treatments since the stones are either a hazard to the public (endangering visitors) or a 
hazard to themselves (if they fall there will be additional, significant damage that will 
dramatically increase the cost of repair). The identification of these stones and 
development of treatment proposals by a professional conservator should be a very high 
priority. It is only with the development   of   detailed  treatment  proposals and cost 
estimates that a reasonable budget for this conservation work can be determined.  
 
In most cases gravestones are fragile and their repair is delicate work. There are many 
commercial products on the market, used by many commercial stone companies, which 
are totally inappropriate for historic stone.  
 
Appropriate conservation treatment will usually involve drilling and pinning, carefully 
aligning the two fragments. Threaded 316 stainless steel rod (or occasionally nylon) and 
epoxy adhesives formulated for the specific stone are used in this type of repair. 
Diameters and lengths of pins vary with the individual application, depending on the 
nature of the break, the thickness of the stone, its condition, and its expected post-repair 
treatment.  
 
Sometimes pins are not used in a misguided or misinformed effort to save time and 
money. Instead the pieces are simply joined using a continuous bead of epoxy or some 
other adhesive. Experience indicates that for a long-lasting repair, particularly in 
structural applications, use of pins is usually necessary. Moreover, most adhesives are far 
stronger than the stone itself, meaning that failure of the repair is likely to cause 
additional damage to the stone. 
 
At times mechanical repairs also involve dismantling intact elements and ensuring that a 
sound foundation is present. Foundation work may involve filling in depressions, 
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establishing a concrete footing, or taking other measures to ensure that subsidence is 
minimized. Then the entire structure is repaired as it is reassembled. 
 
After many repairs it will be necessary to fill the voids with a natural cementitious 
composite stone material resembling the original as closely as possible in texture, color, 
porosity, and strength. This type of repair may be used to fill gaps or losses in marble and 
is often used to help slow the scaling of bedded sandstone exposed to the elements. 
 
Under no circumstances should latex or acrylic modified materials be used in composite 
stone repair. These additives may help the workability of the product, but they have the 
potential to cause long-term problems. Such products are not appropriately matched in 
terms of strength or vapor permeability. 
 
More suitable materials are materials such as Jahn (distributed by Cathedral Stone) or the 
lime-based mortars of U.S. Heritage. These closely resemble the natural strength of the 
original stone, contain no synthetic polymers, exhibit good adhesion, and can be color 
matched if necessary.  
 
All infill work should be conducted by a trained conservator. The Jahn products, in fact, 
require certification in their use through Cathedral Stone (Trinkley and Hacker 2008:53). 

 
Although this assessment document was provided to 
Thomas University, they failed to heed any of the 
recommendations and failed to consult with a trained 
stone conservator prior to embarking on the “repair” of 
multiple stones at Flipper Cemetery. It is clear that those 
attempting this work had neither the skill nor aptitude for 
the work and the results are both sloppy and tragic. This 
provides a very clear, albeit painful, example of why 
unskilled and untrained individuals must never be 
entrusted with the repair of historic monuments.  

 
The stones have been encased in a hard Portland cement. 
Similar material was used for infill. In some cases Portland 
cement has 
been 
allowed to 
infill letters 
and carved 
designs. And 
virtually 
none of the 
fragments 
have been 

appropriately matched. In one case the resulting stone was 
not even attached to its base. Several of these repairs are 
illustrated here. 
 
The resulting “repairs” are unstable, have damaged the 
historic fabric, detract from the beauty of the stones, and the 
dignity of the individual they are meant to commemorate.  
 
Left as they are, there is the potential for irreparable long-
term damage. I recommend that these “repairs” receive a 
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very high priority for conservation treatment. This will require that the original work be carefully removed, 
freeing the stones from their encasements. Then it will be possible to appropriately drill and pin the stones. 
 
While I understand the implications of funding work to undo 
already paid for work, these stones present a very poor image 
of the cemetery and the city’s otherwise exceptional efforts to 
restore these landmarks.  
 
Problems are not limited to stone treatments. I observed a gate 
that had been reset using bright chrome plated nuts, bolts, and 
washers. In such repairs good conservation practice mandates 
that stainless steel be used to prevent future corrosion and 
damage.  Fortunately, this issue does not endanger the gate 
and it is a simple matter to remove the existing hardware and 
replace it with stainless steel.  
 
Securing Gates 
 
A final issue that should be brought up again is that the City 
has a several very beautiful and irreplaceable iron gates that 
are sought be thieves. 
 
I strongly recommend that they be attached using stainless 
steel cable. This approach is clearly described in 
http://crm.cr.nps.gov/archive/25-02/25-2-15.pdf and the effort requires only about 5-10 minutes per gate 
and costs less than $10 per gate. Suitable supplies can be obtained from marine supply companies such as 
Bosun Supplies (http://www.Bosunsupplies.com). We use 3/32” 7x19 316 stainless cable, copper 
nicropress type sleeves, and cooper stop sleeves. While swage tools can be purchased from this supplier, it 
is often less expensive to purchase them locally (I have seen them in farm supply outlets).  
  
This should receive a very high priority.  
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